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to pair the device with another device, you will need to click on the bluetooth icon, and you will be taken to the bluetooth control panel. you will be given the option to pair with another device, or to connect the computer. if you choose to pair with another device, you will be asked to enter the code of the
device. you will see that the code will be displayed in a box with a padlock icon. the code will be displayed in the box with the padlock icon. this will be the code that you will use to pair with the device. in a previous post, we took a look at how to install the atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth driver on windows.

you can follow the same steps below to install your atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth driver for windows. the atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth driver has been tested successfully on the following versions of windows once downloaded, you need to extract the contents of the driver package. this can be done by
double-clicking on the downloaded file and then selecting the option to extract the files, or you can extract the files by using the command prompt with the command once extracted, you should now have the atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth driver.inf file. double-click on the.inf file to open it in a notepad

program and you will need to copy the entire contents of the file, and paste them in the corresponding field in the device manager. your computer should now be able to see the atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth device. download the driver version that is correct for your computer's operating system. if you
do not know your computer's operating system, just select the atheros ar5bbu12 bluetooth driver that is appropriate for your windows version.
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